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Over the past eighteen months, we’ve been following an exciting new start up-business based in Sydney. Rainman

Desalination looked around the desalination market and identified an unfilled gap in watermakers.

Traditional desalination systems require installation into your boat and have levels of sophistication that drive the

prices up. While many boat owners are happy with having a fairly complex system installed into their boat and its

related cost, many owners avoid that investment. Rainman has delivered a simple and robust design that will make

a watermaker more accessible to those boat owners that to date have shied away from them.

Rainman Desalination initially launched a petrol powered system, driven by a Honda 50cc 4 stroke motor.  After

early market acceptance and successful launch of this system at the Sanctuary Cove Boat Show this year, they set

about expanding their product line to include a 240V electric version as well.  They have created three standard

high output reverse osmosis options, two of which are packaged in a handy brief case format.  Now there is a mod-

ular product suite that includes two pressure supply units (petrol or electric) and three different reverse osmosis op-

tions, suiting many mixed sets of requirements.
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The system takes about two minutes to setup and operate. You put the unit on the swim platform, throw the intake

hose overboard and start the motor.  After closing a valve to pressurise the system, it starts generating fresh water,

which you then use to fill your tanks.  The system also doubles as a salt water pressure washer with the optional

pressure washing gun.

This type of system brings a variety of benefits to users:

No installation required – can save costly invasive procedure (although it can be installed if desired)

No electronics or software – which may corrode or fail in a marine environment over time

Decreased life cycle cost – the simple but robust design means initial cost is reduced and ongoing maintenance will

be lower

Easy to understand – many cruisers like to know exactly what is happening with equipment on their boat. It is easy

to follow what is happening with this system.

The system can be removed from your boat when not cruising to save weight.  Particularly interesting to cruiser /

racers.

It can be shared or loaned out amongst friends – if you trust them.

The petrol powered version is completely self-contained and does not load your electrical system.



Here’s a simple schematic diagram



While this is an impressive system, it won’t be for everyone.  For cruisers liking full automation, traditional in-built

systems hold advantages:

You don’t need to move the unit from storage and set it up to use it.

There is typically much more automation, so you don’t physically move hoses around when you use it.

It doesn’t take up locker space on the boat.

Some can be used while underway in heavy seas.

If you will struggle to move the 26.5kg portable Rainman system, the portable system is not for you.

Rainman Desalination is Sydney based, with manufacturing in Beaconsfield.  It’s great to see some Aussie enter-

preneurship bring a new and unique product to the marine market.  We’ve used the system and it’s truly very sim-

ple as you can see from this video.



Rainman Desalination are attracting international interest and have been included in the final stage of the presti-

gious Design Awards for Marine Equipment (DAME) at this year’s giant METS trade show in Amsterdam in No-

vember.

Windcraft have partnered with Rainman Desalination, offering it as an option to our new and existing customers. 

Please contact the Service Centre  if you’d like to learn more or arrange a demonstration of the system.  Prices

range from AU$5,200 to $7,100 for a complete system, depending on options chosen.

See Rainman brochure brochure_marine

More information can be found on the Rainman website



 Update 28.04.15 – see latest post from Mike Quinn who has installed a Rainman on his Hanse 400e “Mica”
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Making water on a Hanse
400 with a Rainman
Desalination Unit
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Thanks Ross, what a great invention! It will be very useful for our cruising owners.

It has been inspiring to watch this young team persevere with their idea and add a really useful product to the market. Thanks to

Mike Troy on his Hanse 320 Watershed for putting us in touch with them.

Below is one of the first public comments to be spotted on Rainman , appearing on a popular cruising forum this month – very

positive for the Rain men…! Well done guys , Team Windcraft wish you every success.

Re: When do you Make Water?

We purchased a Rainmandesal in July for the cruising season so may be able to answer a few real world questions.

First up, the company support was excellent in replacing a membrane damaged in transit and immediately responsive to a few

dumb questions we had at the start.

Second, we purchased the single 40”membrane version and happy to report it delivers about 62 litres per hour in our sub -tropi-

cal waters, which exceeds expectations.

Simple to use? Absolutely.

We keep the engine/pump unit in a lazarette and have mounted the membrane vertically in the aft locker, leaving the three

hoses permanently connected. To use it takes about a minute to remove the unit from the locker, connect the high pressure

hose, add fuel, dangle the pickup overboard, start the engine, taste test the water after about 30 seconds then fill the tank.

Intake water filter is easily visible so any contaminant is easily seen. A quick removal and rinse off has cleared it back to normal,

so despite having spares we are yet to need one.

We normally draw off the first 10 litres to a bucket to be used later to back flush the system, then fill the tank. Back flush takes a

minute or two , the power off and put away.

We have used it whilst sailing and again despite expectations, it worked just fine when sailing at 7.5 knots.

Don’t know what prices are like elsewhere in the world but in terms of water produced per dollar spent this was way ahead in

Australia, and if you wanted 120l/hr all it needs is another membrane in the system. Same engine and pump, same amount of

fuel, twice the water. Seems to use about 750ml of fuel per hours so very efficient.

Would l recommend it. No guessing there. I sure would, and l don’t even get a kickback (nor am l in any way associated with the

company, other than by being a very satisfied customer)

Posted by Dave L on SV Cautella
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